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INTRODUCTION
The extension allows adjusting the use of cookies to the General Data Protection Regulation
statements. Cookie Mode Pro is user-friendly and easy in its customization. The module tracks
first- and third-party cookies. With the help of it, you can show a popup about cookie use just
as a visitor has his first interaction. Besides, the extension allows customers to enable or
disable different categories of cookies right on your website.

Main Features:
- Show popup for use of cookies. Display a cookie popup for visitors to accept.
- Write your message for popup. Customize the text of a cookie popup.
- Create cookie categories. Add an unlimited number of cookie groups for customers to
enable/disable them.
- Enable ‘Cookie Settings’. Let customers select which cookie categories are allowed to be stored.
- Improve ‘Cookie Settings’ page with descriptions. Add additional information to each cookie category.
- Customize ‘Cookie Settings’ for multiple store views. Change the text and language for the elements.
- Display or hide list of cookies. Let customers see what cookies are included into a certain category or
you can disable showing this information.
- Let customers memorize their settings. Once they accepted and configure cookie usage, the system
saves them.
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SETTINGS
To configure this module go to Admin
Panel
Stores
Configuration
Extait Modules
Cookie Mode Pro
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General Settings

Select ‘Yes’ to display
the list of cookies on the
‘Cookie Settings’ page
on the storefront.

Select ‘Yes’ to enable this module.

Enter the text for a
message which will be
displayed as a cookie
notice on the storefront.
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Cookie Notice on the Storefront

When a user clicks ‘Cookie
Settings’ he/she is redirected
to the ‘Cookie Settings’ page.
On this page, a user can
accept or refuse some of the
cookie categories.

A user needs to click
this button to accept
the use of cookies.

When a customer allows cookies or configures them, the cookie notice disappears from the
storefront.
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Link in the Footer

Besides the link in the cookie restriction
message, a customer can go to the
‘Cookie Settings’ page from the footer.
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CATEGORY
Category Grid
On the ‘Cookie Settings’ page, a user can see
categories of cookies, which he/she can accept
or refuse.
To create different categories, go to Admin
Panel
Stores
Cookie Categories
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When the module is enabled, the default ‘System’, ‘Marketing’ and
‘Google Analytics’ categories are placed on the grid.

Click this button to create a new category.

Click this button to change the name
and description of a category, as well
as to rearrange cookies included into it.
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New Category

Configure the settings of a new category.

Enter the name of a category.
Select cookies, which will be
included into this category. In
this field cookies not being linked
to any category are displayed.

Enter a description of this
category, which will be
displayed on the storefront.

When you select some cookies for one category, these cookies will be unavailable for another category.
To relink cookies included into a particular category, go to the ‘Cookie Categories’ grid and click ‘Edit’. In
the ‘Cookie’ multi-select list, select cookies which you want to remain here. Cookies, which you don’t
select, become available for other categories and new ones.
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Store View Settings for Category
To change the description and name of a category for a particular store view go to the
‘Edit Category ’ page.

Select the store view to make
changes in category details.

* If you alter the cookies included to this category, the cookies are changed on all store views.
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COOKIES
Cookie Grid
To see all the cookies, which are used
on your website, go to Admin Panel
Stores
Cookies
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On the ‘Cookies’ page you can see all the cookies and include them into a particular category.

Click this button to change the name,
description or category of a cookie.

Click to create a new cookie.
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New Cookie
Configure the settings of a new cookie.

Enter the cookie name.

Select a category to
link this cookie to it.

Enter the description for a
cookie, which will be
displayed on the storefront.
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Store View Settings for Cookie
To change the description of a cookie for a particular store view go to the ‘Edit Cookie’ page.

Select the store view to make
changes in 'Cookie Details'.
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Cookie Settings Page on the Storefront

A customer can turn on/off
the use of a cookie category
with a toggle button.

A customer can click it to
open the list of cookies.
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For third-party cookies to work correctly as well as to have the possibility to enable/disable
them, it is needed to insert js-code (which set them) after the Extait_Cookie:js/cookie.js
component. To implement it you can include Extait_Cookie:js/cookie.js component (see
README.md in Extait_Cookie module) into your component.

After accepting or refusing some of the
categories, configurations are saved
and a success message appears.
Since the ‘System’
cookies are
necessary for the
correct functionality
of the website, the
‘System’ category
can’t be refused.

*If you use Magento 2.1 and a customer disables the ‘Google Analytics’ category, the ‘Google
Analytics’ cookies continue to be used.
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Thank you for buying our extension!

In case you have any questions, feel free to contact support:
https://extait.com/support

